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what's the result? as for me, as a kid, the foreign imports were pure magic: no star wars and star trek
and rocky and superman. i wasn't interested in breakfast at tiffany's or the red shoes or a clockwork

orange. i wasn't a big fan of hitchcock, so i didn't know his work, and didn't see the french new wave. i
watched what they did in italy, and why not? and then the spaghetti westerns and the japanese anime
came, and they were so new, so different, so exotic! they introduced me to explosions, aliens, and stuff

like that. and that was the heyday of the foreign imports. balio stresses a number of factors: the
expansion of the industry, the changing tastes of audience, and the importance of stars. but he makes

no claims to be the final arbiter. he does insist, however, that early in the film's long history, foreign
cinema had no such status in popular culture or capital. then came a few anniversaries, like the 10th

anniversary of the romantic comedy singin in the rain in 1952. the italian director federico fellini went to
new york to celebrate, and he shared a room with a young italian producer named dino de laurentiis,

who would soon make his first foreign film, la strada. they attended the same broadway show and later
met and became friends. later fellini recalled that he was, "the first person to start the whole affair of

taking foreign films to the new york public." the sound track of that night was radio's "wheel of fortune"
game show, which ushered in a new age. until that point, there had been virtually no coverage of foreign
cinema on american radio. the "wheel of fortune" boom in the 1950s--which balio describes as a product

of the small system--would really get going in 1962 with the airing of the first planet of the apes tv
spectacular.
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